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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
 
Quantifying Macro-rhythm in English and Spanish:  
A Comparison of Tonal Rhythm Strength 
 
by 
 
Christine Prechtel 
 
Master of Arts in Linguistics 
University of California, Los Angeles, 2020 
Professor Sun-Ah Jun, Chair 
 
This thesis quantified macro-rhythm in English and Spanish in two speech styles. Macro-rhythm 
is defined as phrase-medial tonal rhythm (Jun 2014), and its strength is determined by the number 
of f0 alternations between peaks and valleys within a phrase, the uniformity of the rise-fall shape, 
and the regularity of L/H intervals. The degree of strength can be predicted based on the number 
of phrase-level tones in a language’s tonal inventory, the most common type of phrase-medial 
tone, and the frequency of f0 rise per Prosodic Word. Based on these criteria, Spanish is predicted 
to have stronger macro-rhythm than English. Two experiments measured the variability of distance 
intervals between tonal targets, the variability of the slope shapes, and the number of L/H 
alternations per Prosodic Word per utterance in read speech (Experiment 1) and newscaster speech 
(Experiment 2). The results of these measures support the prediction that Spanish has stronger 
macro-rhythm than English.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Speech rhythm is an extensively studied phenomenon, and yet its exact acoustic and perceptual 
correlates remain elusive. An ever-growing body of research indicates that the perception of 
rhythm is complex and operates on multiple dimensions of the speech signal, with several 
acoustic cues interacting with one another to shape the percept of rhythmicity.  
Early work focused strictly on the temporal domain, and speech rhythm was 
characterized by the duration intervals of linguistic units such as syllables and feet (Pike, 1945; 
Abercrombie, 1967). Languages were classified either as stress-timed, in which timing was 
coordinated between stressed syllables, or syllable-timed, in which timing was coordinated 
between each syllable. Although there is some evidence that infants can discriminate between 
languages based on this rhythm classification system (e.g., Nazzi, Bertoncini & Mehler, 1998; 
Nazzi, Jusczyk & Johnson, 2000; Nazzi & Ramus, 2003), and that adult listeners process speech 
in moras, syllables, or feet depending on the rhythm type of their native language (Cutler, 
Mehler, Norris & Seguí, 1986; 1992; Otake, Hatano, Cutler & Mehler, 1993; Cutler & Otake, 
1994; Murty, Otake & Cutler, 2007), empirical studies have largely failed to support the 
predictions of isochrony across languages (Bolinger, 1968; Lehiste, 1977; Arvaniti, 2009; 
Arvaniti, 2012). This shifted the focus toward the timing of phonetic and phonological properties 
such as consonant clusters, vowel length, and vowel reduction (Dauer, 1983; Dauer, 1987), 
which led to the proliferation of rhythm metrics measuring the temporal properties of 
consonantal and vocalic intervals (e.g. Ramus, Nespor & Mehler, 1999; White & Mattys, 2007; 
Dellwo, 2006; Grabe & Low, 2002). However, rather than supporting the classifications under 
the rhythm class hypothesis, these metrics have shown substantial disagreement, in part because 
of different methods of data collection (Arvaniti, 2012), the syllabic properties of the stimuli 
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(Wiget et al., 2010; Arvaniti, 2012; Prieto et al., 2012), and inter-speaker variability (Wiget et 
al., 2010; Arvaniti, 2012).  
Other approaches have classified speech rhythm in terms of the temporal and acoustic 
properties of prominence. Lee and Todd (2004) proposed that listeners segment and assign 
prominence to an auditory representation of the speech signal, and that stress-timed languages 
such as English generally exhibit greater variability in the auditory prominence of acoustic 
events than languages such as French. Another line of investigation on the “beat” of the syllable 
(Allen, 1972; Allen, 1975) and its perceptual prominence (Morton, Marcus & Frankish, 1976; 
Pompino-Marschall, 1989) found that speech rhythm is influenced by the onset of the amplitude 
envelope in the speech signal (Howell, 1988; Goswami et al., 2002). Tilsen & Johnson (2008) 
measured speech rhythm using spectral analysis of the amplitude envelope of filtered speech 
waveforms, where rhythmicity was defined as periodicity in the envelope. They found that in 
English, some utterances resembled stress-timed rhythm, some resembled syllable-timed rhythm, 
and some exhibited rhythm at the phrasal level, i.e. between pitch accents (2008:34). Tilsen & 
Arvaniti (2013) extended this analysis by using envelope metrics that captured periodicity at 
multiple timescales corresponding to higher frequency (syllable-timed) and lower frequency or 
supra-syllabic (stress-timed) periods, as well as their relative strengths. In a cross-linguistic 
comparison, they found that languages differed in supra-syllabic periodicities. Although English 
exhibited more low frequency periodicity than other languages (Italian, Greek, German, Korean, 
and Spanish), which is partially consistent with the stress-timed classification of duration interval 
studies, the metrics provided weak evidence for the traditional rhythm class distinctions. As the 
authors point out, supra-syllabic rhythms are always present, but the degree of prevalence is 
language-specific, so while languages like Korean do not mark prominence (e.g. stress) at the 
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lexical level (Jun, 2005), there is still periodicity at the post-lexical level. What these amplitude 
studies showed is that phrasal prominence plays an important role in perceived rhythmicity. 
Perhaps the inconsistent isochrony findings of previous speech rhythm studies resulted from 
assuming a timing unit that is too narrow to capture speech rhythm within an utterance (Tilsen & 
Johnson, 2008). Given that languages such as English do not accent every stressed syllable (e.g. 
Ladd, 1996/2008), the perception of speech rhythm may instead rely on a larger timing unit, i.e. 
the phrasal level. 
In addition to duration and amplitude, the regularity of pitch movement also plays a role 
in the perception of rhythmicity at the phrasal level. Studies have found that f0 is just as 
important of a cue to rhythm perception as duration (e.g. Barry, 1981; Andreeva, Barry & 
Steiner, 2007; Barry, Andreeva & Koreman, 2009). In fact, Kohler (2008) found that f0 was a 
stronger cue for prominence than syllable duration and overall acoustic energy, and Cumming 
(2011) found that f0 and duration were interdependent cues of rhythmicity. Other studies have 
found that repetitions of rising or falling tonal sequences affect the perceived grouping and meter 
of words (e.g. Thomassen, 1982; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Handel, 1993; Dilley & Shattuck-
Hufnagel, 1999; Niebuhr, 2009; Cumming, 2011). The periodicity of f0 alterations, or tonal 
rhythm, also plays a role in word segmentation. This has been found in languages that mark 
lexical stress such as English (Dilley & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1999; Dilley & McAuley, 2008) and 
German (Niebuhr, 2009), as well as non-stress languages such as French (Welby, 2007), 
Japanese (Warner, Otake & Arai, 2010), and Korean (Kim, 2004; Kim & Cho, 2009). 
The strength of tonal rhythm is language-specific and is determined by its prosodic 
structure. Within the prosodic hierarchy, f0 marks boundaries of linguistic units at various levels 
(i.e. lexical and post-lexical), and the size and structure of these units can vary widely across 
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languages. These prosodic differences contribute to the perception that some languages sound 
more rhythmic than others. Jun (2005; 2014) proposed a model of prosodic typology to capture 
cross-linguistic differences in prosodic structure, and later to capture differences in tonal rhythm 
(2014). The model compares languages analyzed in the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) 
framework of intonational phonology. According to the AM model, intonation marks two major 
properties: prominence and phrasing (e.g. Beckman, 1996; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996; 
Ladd, 1996/2008). Intonational tunes are composed of pitch accents, which are prominent pitch 
targets or movements that mark the head of a word (e.g. a stressed syllable), and boundary tones, 
which are pitch targets or movements that mark the edge of a prosodic unit. Therefore, Jun 
includes phrasing and prominence as parameters in the prosodic typology model.  
The phrasing parameter is categorized by the prosodic units of a language (Jun 2005; 
2014). At the lexical level, these units include moras, syllables, and feet, which contribute to the 
notion of syllable-timed and stressed-timed rhythm classifications (Pike, 1945; Abercrombie, 
1967). At the post-lexical level, these units include the Accentual Phrase (AP), Intermediate 
Phrase (ip), and Intonational Phrase (IP).  
 The prominence parameter categorizes how prominence is marked at both the lexical and 
phrasal levels (Jun, 2005; 2014). At the lexical level, it can be marked by one or a combination 
of pitch accent, stress, and tone, or not marked at all (e.g. Mongolian and Seoul Korean). At the 
phrasal level, prominence can be marked by the head of the phrase (Head), such as a nuclear 
pitch accent, or by a boundary tone at the phrase edge (Edge), or by both (Head/Edge). 
Languages can be Head-prominent like English and Spanish, Edge-prominent like Seoul Korean, 
or both like Bengali and Japanese (Jun 2005; 2014). Together, the combination of prominence 
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and phrasing at multiple levels of the prosodic hierarchy determine the f0 alternations within an 
utterance. 
An additional parameter of the prosodic typology was added in Jun (2014) to account for 
the similarities and differences in tonal rhythm across languages. For example, English and 
Greek are both Head-prominent languages and have lexical stress, but Greek has more regular 
phrase-medial f0 alternations than English, and this observation could not be explained by 
prominence and phrasing parameters alone. To capture this additional prosodic dimension, Jun 
proposed the macro-rhythm parameter. Macro-rhythm is defined as phrase-medial tonal rhythm, 
i.e. the regularity of high/low f0 alternations, whose unit is equal to or slightly greater than a 
Prosodic Word (PWord) (Jun 2014). It is defined by the degree of rhythmic strength in f0, which 
can differ across languages in the presence or absence of low/high f0 alternations (Figure 1), the 
uniformity of the rise-fall shape (Figure 2), and the regularity of f0 alternation intervals (Figure 
3). Languages with frequent f0 alternations, similar f0 rising and falling slopes, and regular 
alternation intervals are said to have stronger macro-rhythm than languages with infrequent or 
absent alternations, variable slopes, and variable intervals.  
 
Figure 1: Schematic pitch contours that differ in the alternation of f0 (Jun 2014:525). The 
number of H and L alternations in contour (a) is greater than contour (b), thus showing stronger 
macro-rhythm. 
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Figure 2: Schematic pitch contours that differ in the regularity or uniformity of the shape of rise-
fall slope (Jun 2014:525). The rise-fall units in contour (a) are more regularly shaped than 
contour (b), thus showing stronger macro-rhythm. 
 
Figure 3: Schematic pitch contours that differ in the regularity of the L/H interval or domain size 
(Jun 2014:525). The interval size in contour (a) is more regular (i.e., has more similarly sized 
units) than contour (b), and thus (a) has stronger macro-rhythm. 
 
These three rules are converted into the following phonological criteria: the most 
common type of phrase-medial tone, the number of phrase-level tones in a language’s tonal 
inventory, and the frequency of f0 rise per word in a phrase (Jun 2014). Languages whose most 
common phrase-medial tone is rising (LH, L+H*) or falling (HL, H*+L) will have stronger 
macro-rhythm than languages whose most common tone is level (H*, L*), satisfying the rule in 
Figure 1. Languages with more types of phrase-medial tones such as pitch accents or AP/word 
tones will have more variable pitch contours and therefore weaker macro-rhythm than languages 
with fewer tones in the inventory, satisfying the rule in Figure 2. Languages where every word is 
marked by a phrasal tone will have stronger macro-rhythm than languages with less or more 
frequent tone marking, satisfying the rule in Figure 3. The model can therefore predict the 
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strength of macro-rhythm in any language based on the prosodic structure as described in the 
AM framework. 
Using these criteria, Jun (2014) divided languages into three groups of relative macro-
rhythm strength: strong (e.g. Italian, Spanish, Bengali, Korean), medium (e.g. English, German, 
Lebanese Arabic, Chickasaw), and weak (e.g. European Portuguese, Mandarin, Cantonese). 
These typological classes of tonal rhythm exist on a continuum rather than having strict 
categorical boundaries, with some languages predicted to have stronger or weaker macro-rhythm 
strength relative to other languages (Jun, 2014:534).  
Little previous research has been done to quantify and compare macro-rhythm strength 
across languages. Burdin et al. (2014) argued that macro-rhythm accounts for differences in the 
phonetic realization of prominence in focus-marking in English, Guaraní, Moroccan Arabic, and 
K’iche, but they did not quantify macro-rhythm strength for each language. More recently, 
however, Polyanskaya, Busà, and Ordin (2019) quantified macro-rhythm in English and Italian, 
two Head-prominent languages with lexical stress, and found that Italian has stronger macro-
rhythm than English in the regularity of f0 alternations over time (durational variability), the 
magnitude of f0 excursions, and the number of tonal target points per intonational unit 
(frequency), providing support for Jun’s (2014) hypothesis.  
The goal of this paper is to phonetically quantify the macro-rhythm parameters and 
compare the macro-rhythm strength of English and Spanish across two different speech styles. 
Like Polyanskaya et al. (2019), English and Spanish were chosen for comparison because they 
are both Head-prominent languages with lexical stress. Although they both have multiple pitch 
accent types in their respective tonal inventories, the most common pitch accent in English is H* 
(Dainora, 2001; 2006), while the most common prenuclear pitch accent in Spanish is L+<H* 
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(Aguilar, de-la-Mota & Prieto, 2009; de-la-Mota, Butragueño & Prieto, 2010; Estebas-Vilaplana, 
2010). Additionally, English has frequent downstepping of H*, so there are fewer low points or 
“sag” between H targets than in languages with frequent bitonal pitch accents, making it less 
“peaky” and more step-like. Therefore, Spanish is predicted to have more L/H f0 alternations and 
thus have stronger macro-rhythm than English. 
In addition, the two languages differ in the frequency at which content words (CWords) 
are pitch accented. With some exceptions, every CWord in Spanish is expected to bear a pitch 
accent (Hualde & Prieto, 2015), while English frequently deaccents some types of CWords such 
as verbs (Schmerling, 1976; Ladd, 1996/2008). Although deaccenting of verbs also occurs in 
Spanish (Face, 2003; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2009), it varies by speech style, with 
spontaneous speech being more likely to deaccent than lab speech (Rao, 2009). Furthermore, 
Cruttenden (1993) found that Spanish places pitch accents on both new and old information, in 
contrast to languages such as English, where old information is deaccented (Katz & Selkirk, 
2011). Therefore, Spanish is predicted to accent CWords with greater regularity and thus have 
stronger macro-rhythm than English. 
To summarize, the goal of this paper is to test the following predictions about macro-
rhythm strength between Spanish and English, based on the macro-rhythm parameters in Jun 
(2014): 
PREDICTION A: Spanish has more f0 alternations than English 
PREDICTION B: Spanish has less overall variability in contour shape than English 
PREDICTION C: Spanish has more regular L/H intervals than English 
To test these predictions, data from two different speech styles were collected and analyzed in 
two experiments. The first experiment collected read speech from multiple participants of each 
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language, (Production Study), and the second experiment collected newscaster speech of a single 
speaker from corpora in each language (Corpus Study). Both experiments found acoustic 
differences in the regularity, variability, and frequency of f0 alternations between Spanish and 
English, confirming Jun’s (2014) prediction that Spanish has greater macro-rhythm strength than 
English.  
 The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the methodology, results, 
and analysis of the production experiment; Section 3 describes the methodology, results, and 
analysis of the corpus study; Section 4 compares the results of the two studies and discusses the 
theoretical implications; and Section 5 summarizes and concludes the findings.  
2. PRODUCTION STUDY 
2.1. Methods 
2.1.1. Stimuli 
Twenty declarative sentences containing five CWords were created for each language. The 
number of unstressed syllables between the stressed syllables, the interstress interval (ISI), 
differed so that sentences would vary in the location of pitch accents within a sentence. The 
sentences were designed so that the total number of different ISIs was similar between 
languages. This was to ensure that differences in pitch accent realizations between the two 
languages were not the result of differences in sentence material, especially the distance in 
syllable number between any two adjacent pitch accents. The number of unstressed syllables 
between CWords ranged from 0 to 3. The stimuli were tightly controlled for number of CWords 
and ISIs in order to minimize confounding variables that could contribute to macro-rhythm 
differences between English and Spanish. Variables like IP length, speech style, and information 
structure are predicted to affect macro-rhythm measures, so the starting point for investigating 
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macro-rhythm is to constrain these factors with carefully constructed stimuli. Since all twenty 
sentences in each language had five CWords, it was predicted to have a maximum of five pitch 
accents (thus, five f0 peaks) per sentence, when read in the neutral focus condition. Therefore, 
each speaker could produce a maximum of 100 pitch accents. See Appendix A for the list of 
sentences and their ISI values for each language. 
2.1.2. Participants 
Participants were recruited from an undergraduate population, and they received course credit or 
payment for their participation. They were either monolingual native speakers of American 
English or Spanish-English bilingual speakers of Mexican Spanish. Eligibility was determined 
through a language questionnaire before the start of the experiment. The monolingual English 
group included data from five male and five female speakers. Participants who indicated that 
they had learned a language other than American English in their childhood were excluded from 
analysis (11 speakers). Table 1 summarizes the questionnaire data for the English group.  
The Spanish-English bilingual group included four male and six female speakers. Six 
speakers reported that they were balanced bilinguals in speaking proficiency, three speakers 
reported English dominance, and one speaker reported Spanish dominance. As for reading 
proficiency, seven participants reported balanced proficiency, including both the participants 
who reported balanced speaking proficiency as well as the speaker who reported Spanish-
dominant speaking proficiency. The three English-dominant speakers also reported English-
dominant reading proficiency. Table 2 summarizes the questionnaire data for the Spanish-
English group.  
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Speakers in either group who were creaky throughout the entire utterance or were 
disfluent readers, i.e. produced multiple IP breaks or hesitations between PWords, were also 
excluded (7 speakers). A total of 20 speakers were analyzed, 10 speakers for each language.  
Table 1: Language and demographic data for monolingual English speakers. 
Speaker Age Gender Birthplace 
02en 19 M CA 
04en 19 F CA 
05en 21 F CA 
10en 20 M CA 
12en 21 M IL 
14en 25 M CA 
18en 21 F CA 
21en 20 F CA 
27en 19 M CA 
28en 21 F CA 
 
Table 2: Language and demographic data for bilingual Mexican Spanish speakers. Speaking and 
reading proficiencies were self-reported. 
Speaker Age Gender Birthplace Speaking Proficiency Reading Proficiency 
01sp 20 M CA Balanced Balanced 
02sp 22 F Mexico Balanced Balanced 
03sp 20 M TX English-dominant Balanced 
04sp 21 F CA English-dominant English-dominant 
08sp 21 F CA English-dominant Balanced 
10sp 19 F Mexico Balanced Balanced 
11sp 22 F Mexico Spanish-dominant English-dominant 
13sp 19 M TX Balanced Balanced 
14sp 17 F CA Balanced Balanced 
17sp 19 M Mexico Balanced Balanced 
 
2.1.3. Procedure 
To reduce the likelihood of disfluencies, participants were first given the list of sentences to read 
silently to themselves. They were then presented with each sentence one at a time on a computer 
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screen and instructed to read the sentence aloud fluently and without any pauses. Each sentence 
appeared twice, and two filler sentences were shown at the beginning of the experiment to 
familiarize the participants with the reading task. All recordings were made in a sound-attenuated 
room at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz (32 bit) using SM10A ShureTM microphone and headset. 
2.1.4. Annotation 
Each recording was segmented into IPs and the first repetition of each sentence was chosen for 
analysis. If the first sentence was disfluent, then the second repetition was analyzed instead. All 
IP-final CWords were excluded from analysis because of utterance-final creak and boundary tone 
interference. Sentences were excluded from analysis if they did not contain a minimum of three 
consecutive non-disfluent CWords. The recordings were annotated in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 
2019) for words, syllables, f0 turning points, and the number of peaks per IP.  
To annotate f0 turning points, the pitch tracks were schematized using the annotation 
process described in Mennen, Schaeffler, and Docherty (2012). The purpose of schematization 
was to create a simplified representation of the f0 contour without fluctuations caused by pitch 
estimation errors such as octave shifts and micro-prosody caused by nearby consonants. First, the 
sound object was selected in Praat, and a manipulation object was created. Next, all original f0 
points were deleted and the sentence received an initial and final point (marking the start and end 
of the f0 contour of an IP). Points were added for each f0 minimum and maximum within an IP, 
excluding perturbations due to micro-prosody. Additional points were added wherever the 
interpolation between existing points differed substantially from the original contour, e.g. when 
the f0 plateaued before a rise or fall. The data collected from the pilot study had previously been 
hand-annotated, so the labels were compared to the schematized labels and corrections were 
made as needed. The annotation and schematization were done by the author and a research 
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assistant, who annotated separately, and the data were cross-checked between annotators with a 
92% agreement rate. An example of a schematized pitch track is shown in Figure 4. The 
definition of each label is given in Table 3. The numbering of the labels is based on the order of 
each sequential f0 target label and assumes alternations between L and H points. As such, H 
labels match in number with the preceding L/R label. For example, the first low target would be 
labeled L1, followed by the first H target, labelled H1.  
Figure 4: Example of a schematized pitch track, shown on top of the original pitch track. Labels 
are shown on the “f0” tier (H=peak, L= valley, R=rise). The labels are numbered in the order in 
which each f0 point occurs in the utterance. The “freq” tier marks the number of peaks per 
PWord per IP, with ‘1’ indicating the presence of a peak. 
 
Table 3: F0 labeling conventions. 
Label Description 
L Marks the lowest F0 point before the next F0 rise 
R Marks the beginning of the F0 rise after a low plateau 
H Marks the highest F0 point in a rise (peak) 
Hf Marks the beginning of a fall after a high plateau; must follow a H label 
Lf Marks the beginning of a fall after a low plateau; must follow a L label 
 
Polyanskaya et al. (2019) used the MOMEL (Modeling Melody) algorithm (Hirst & 
Espesser, 1993; Hirst, DiCristo & Espesser, 2000; Hirst, 2007) to automatically interpolate the f0 
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contour and detect f0 turning points. The reason for using a manual schematization process 
instead of an automatic algorithm in the current paper was to annotate the data with more 
phonetic detail and capture f0 events such as plateaus between peaks and valleys.  
Figure 5 shows an example where the f0 plateaus after the first peak, marked by L2 and 
Lf2, before falling to a lower target labelled L3. Because macro-rhythm is defined as phrase-
medial tonal rhythm, sentences were only labelled up to the final H peak (or Hf) to avoid 
influence from the IP-boundary tone. If there was no final H, which was common in the English 
data, the last L point was labelled before the f0 dropped again. The absence of a peak within the 
PWord interval was marked with a ‘0.’ Sentences with a greater number of ‘1’ labels are 
predicted to have stronger macro-rhythm than sentences with fewer number of ‘1’ labels 
(PREDICTION A). 
Figure 5: Example sentence read by a female English speaker (05en). H=peak, L= valley, 
R=rise, Lf=fall at the end of a plateau to an even lower f0. The labels are numbered in the order 
in which they occur in the utterance. There is no H2 label because of the plateau fall from L2 to 
L3, and the H target number corresponds to the preceding L target. The ‘0’ label in the “freq” 
tier indicates no peak within the PWord interval. 
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2.1.5. Macro-rhythm Measures 
A script was used to extract the time and height values of the f0 labels, which were used to calculate 
peak-to-peak distance (ms), valley-to-valley distance (ms), rising slope, and falling slope. Rising 
slope was calculated by taking the difference between the H target and the preceding L target or 
the R target if the L was followed by an f0 plateau. Similarly, falling slope was calculated by taking 
the difference between the L target and the preceding H (or Hf) target. Peak-to-peak distance was 
calculated by taking the time difference between two successive H points, and valley-to-valley 
distance was similarly calculated with successive L points.  
To phonetically quantify the differences in L/H alternations between the two languages 
(PREDICTION A), I measured the variability in distance intervals between f0 peaks (H targets) 
valleys (L targets) using nPVI (Normalized Pairwise Variability Index) (Grabe, 2002). This 
measure has traditionally been used to quantify speech rhythm in terms of duration by calculating 
pairwise variability in consonantal and vocalic segment durations in speech. Polyanskaya et al. 
(2019) used nPVI to calculate variability in the distance intervals between f0 peaks and valleys. 
nPVI, shown in (1), was used to calculate pairwise variability in the distribution of f0 targets, 
where m is the number of adjacent tonal intervals in an utterance and d is the score of the kth 
measurement. 
(1)  
This measurement calculates the difference in duration between each pair of successive intervals, 
takes the absolute value of the difference, and divides it by the mean duration of the pair to get the 
normalization factor for speech rate. Adapting Polyanskaya et al.’s method, I calculated nPVI 
values based on the distance between H targets (nPVI-H), the distance between L targets (nPVI-
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L), and the distance between alternating H and L targets (nPVI-all). Since the original authors’ 
nPVI measurements were based on the labeling conventions with the MOMEL algorithm, which 
only marked H and L points, I excluded the R, Lf, and Hf labels from the calculations. 
To quantify slope shape variability (PREDICTION B), I used the method proposed by Jun 
(2014) called the Macro-rhythm Variation Index (MacR_Var), which is the sum of the standard 
deviations of the rising slope (rSD), falling slope (fSD), peak-to-peak distance (pSD), and valley-
to-valley distance (vSD), summarized in (2). 
(2)  MacR_Var = rSD + fSD + pSD + vSD 
A high MacR_Var value indicates weaker macro-rhythm because greater variability suggests 
irregularly shaped peaks and/or variable distance intervals between peaks. English is predicted to 
have a higher MacR_Var value, and thus greater variability, than Spanish (PREDICTION B).  
To quantify the regularity of the L/H alternation intervals (PREDICTION C), Jun (2014) 
proposed a method of counting the frequency of low/high alternations in a phrase, known as the 
Frequency Index (MacR_Freq). The domain of these alternations should roughly correspond to the 
size of a Prosodic Word (PWord), i.e., a Cword plus surrounding unaccented function words and/or 
clitics. MacR_Freq is calculated by dividing the number of f0 peaks per sentence by the number 
of PWords in the sentence (3). A language with stronger macro-rhythm will have a MacR_Freq 
value close to 1, meaning each PWord will have one f0 peak. Spanish is predicted to have a 
MacR_Freq value closer to 1 than English. 
(3)  MacR_Freq = 
Number of f0 peaks per sentence
Number of PWords per sentence
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2.2. Results 
The results in Table 4 show the total number of IPs and PWords in each language, as well as the 
average number of IPs and PWords per speaker. Some of the speakers were more disfluent 
readers than others and did not have a minimum of three CWords within an IP, so not every 
speaker contributed the maximum 80 CWords (5 Cwords x 20 sentences minus the 20 excluded 
IP-final CWords). The contributions of individual speakers are listed in Appendix B. Spanish 
speakers were more likely to have excluded PWords than English speakers. However, the mean 
number of IPs per speaker was comparable, as well as the mean number of PWords per language.  
Table 4: Total and mean number of IPs and PWords analyzed for each language. Standard 
deviations are included in parentheses. 
 English Spanish 
Total number of IPs 193 180 
Total number of PWords 790 721 
Mean number of IPs included per speaker 19.3 (1.6) 18 (1.9) 
Mean number of PWords per language 79 (6.4) 72.1 (8.9) 
 
Table 5 compares the average number of words, syllables, and PWords within an IP for 
each language. On average, English had more content and function words than Spanish (t(372) = 
11.6, p < 0.01), but both languages had similar numbers of syllables and PWords. This indicates 
that Spanish CWords tended to have more syllables than English ones, and that the English 
sentences tended to have more unstressed monosyllabic words (e.g. function words like ‘the’).  
Table 5: Average syllable count, words, and PWords per IP for each language. Standard 
deviations are included in parentheses. 
 English Spanish 
Mean number of words per IP 7.6 (1.6) 6.0 (1.0) 
Mean number of syllables per IP 11.6 (1.5) 11.7 (1.4) 
Mean number of Pwords per IP 4.1 (3.6) 4 (0.3) 
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2.2.1. nPVI 
Though individual speakers across languages varied on the number of peaks per IP, the general 
trend for speakers in each language is represented by the examples in Figures 6 and 7. The 
English example (Figure 6) has fewer peaks than Spanish example (Figure 7), which occur 
regularly and within each PWord. 
Figure 6: Example of a sentence read by a male English speaker (27en). The small dip in f0 after 
L2 is the result of micro-prosody. 
 
Figure 7: Example of a sentence read by a male Spanish speaker (03sp). 
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The nPVI values were calculated for peak-peak distance intervals (nPVI-H), valley-
valley distance intervals (nPVI-L), and L and H intervals (nPVI-LH), per Polyanskaya et al. 
(2019). Linear mixed effects models were run on each measure with group as the predictor and 
speaker as random intercept, and the results showed that only nPVI-H was significant (Table 6), 
providing support for PREDICTION A.  
Table 6: Linear mixed effects model results for nPVI values. The cells with a significant p-value 
are highlighted in gray. 
 β SE t stat. p 
nPVI-L -0.01 0.05 -0.29 0.77 
nPVI-H -0.14 0.04 -3.29 0.004 
nPVI-LH 0.04 0.03 -1.49 0.15 
 
2.2.2. MacR_Var 
To calculate the MacR_Var index, the standard deviations were taken for rising slope, falling 
slope, peak-to-peak distance, and valley-to-valley distance. The raw data were then transformed 
into z-scores and added together. To determine if English had greater variability than Spanish, a 
linear mixed effects model was run with MacR_Var index values as the dependent variable, 
language group as the predictor, and speaker as the random intercept. The results showed a 
significant difference for group, with Spanish having less overall variability compared to 
English, supporting PREDICTION B. Linear mixed effects models were also run on each 
individual measure, and the results for all five measures are summarized in Table 7. There was 
no significant difference in rising slope or falling slope between languages. Peak-to-peak 
distance was marginally significant, suggesting that Spanish has slightly shorter distance 
intervals between peaks than English, while valley-to-valley distance was not significant.  
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Table 7: Linear mixed effects model results for MacR_Var and related measures. Rslope = rising 
slope, Fslope = falling slope, Pdist = peak-to-peak distance, and Vdist = valley-to-valley 
distance. The cells showing a significant p-value are highlighted in gray. A marginally 
significant p-value is highlighted in lighter gray. 
 β SE t stat. p 
MaR_Var -1.59 0.52 -3.06 0.006 
RSlope -0.02 0.03 -0.66 0.52 
Fslope -0.05 0.03 -1.79 0.09 
Pdist -107.14 52.19 -2.05 0.055 
Vdist -23.02 32.67 -0.71 0.49 
 
2.2.3. MacR_Freq 
To calculate the MacR_Freq index, the number of H targets was divided by the number of 
PWords (maximum of 4) to get the ratio. A generalized linear mixed effects model was run with 
language group as the predictor and speaker as a random intercept. It modeled the number of 
peaks per PWord by creating a ratio using the number of peaks and number of PWords. Sentence 
was not included as a random effect because there was not enough variability for the model to 
converge. The results showed that language group was a significant predictor (β = 0.31, SE = 
0.08, z = 3.95, p < 0.01), indicating that Spanish speakers had higher MacR_Freq values than 
English speakers, consistent with PREDICTION C. This means that Spanish tends to have one 
peak per PWord and therefore greater regularity of peaks than English, which also provides some 
support for PREDICTION A. Figure 8 shows the differences in the distribution of MacR_Freq 
values between English and Spanish.  
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Figure 8: Distribution of the MacR_Freq values by language (en= English and sp=Spanish). The 
means are represented by black dots. The outlier in the “en” column is greater than 1 because 
an English speaker (14en) produced 5 peaks over 4 PWords in a sentence. 
 
2.3. Discussion 
The results of the nPVI values showed that the only cross-language difference was the 
variability in time between H targets, with Spanish having less inter-peak variability than 
English, consistent with the peak-to-peak distance measure. This provides some support for 
PREDICTION A that Spanish has greater regularity of peak-to-peak distance intervals than 
English. However, there was no difference for L targets or alternating L/H targets. The results for 
nPVI-L are consistent with the results of the valley-to-valley measurements. Polyanskaya et al.’s 
(2019) study found the exact opposite nPVI results for Italian and English: nPVI-L and nPVI-LH 
were significant while nPVI-H was not significant, with Italian having lower variability and 
therefore greater regularity of the distribution of f0 targets than English. They did not report 
individual peak-to-peak or valley-to-valley measurements in their study. 
The MacR_Var index was also able to capture differences in overall variation across 
languages, and the results support PREDICTION B that Spanish has less overall variability in f0 
shape than English. Regarding slope measures, neither rising nor falling slope values were 
significantly different, although Spanish falling slope values tended to be shallower than English, 
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as indicated by the negative coefficient in Table 7. This is surprising, given that Figures 6 and 7 
show steeper falling slopes for Spanish than English. The lack of significance, and the trend 
toward shallower slopes in Spanish could be the result of the labelling conventions. Spanish 
sentences tended to have shorter f0 plateaus than English, and the labelling may have marked L 
in the middle of a small plateau, thus making the slope values shallower. As for the distance 
interval measures, peak-to-peak distance was marginally significant while valley-to-valley 
distance was not significant, with Spanish having slightly smaller distance intervals between 
peaks than English. The shorter peak distance intervals may also provide support for 
PREDICTION C because Spanish is more likely to have one peak per PWord within an IP than 
English. While it is not necessarily the case that shorter peak-to-peak intervals mean that the 
distance is more regular, we would expect a correlation between peak frequency and distance, 
with Spanish having shorter distance intervals between peaks than English. While one might also 
expect a correlation between peak distance and valley distance (i.e. shorter intervals between 
peaks would also mean shorter intervals between valleys), the prevalence of L plateaus between 
two H tones means that peak-to-peak distance is easier to measure and represent than valley-to-
valley distance, which is marked by two points (L and R). Therefore, it is unclear whether 
valley-to-valley distance intervals in Spanish truly have more variability than peak-to-peak 
distance intervals.  
The MacR_Freq index was able to capture differences in f0 alternations between 
languages. As expected, Spanish had higher MacR_Freq values than English, which is consistent 
with PREDICTION C. Because English has frequent downstepping of H* pitch accents, there are 
fewer L/H f0 alternations, which means fewer peaks and weaker macro-rhythm strength 
compared to languages like Spanish, which have more bitonal pitch accents with clear L and H 
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targets. The greater regularity of peaks in Spanish compared to English also provides indirect 
support for PREDICTION A. 
3. CORPUS STUDY 
3.1. Methods 
In addition to a production experiment, which analyzed read speech, a corpus experiment was 
also conducted to analyze a different speech style. The stimuli in the production experiment were 
tightly controlled for utterance length, ISI, and number of CWords. While this allowed for 
comparison between languages that minimized confounding variables, it also limited the number 
of sentences analyzed and the number of tokens per sentence, which does not reflect other speech 
styles. Indeed, reading prosody differs from other styles such as spontaneous speech (Howell & 
Kadi-Hanifi, 1991). In more naturalistic speech settings, utterance length can differ considerably, 
as well as the number of CWords within an IP. The goal of the corpus experiment is to quantify 
macro-rhythm between English and Spanish radio newscaster speech, which, while scripted, is 
closer to naturalistic speech than read speech (Ostendorf, Price & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1996), 
having greater variation in IP length, ISI, and number of CWords. A secondary goal of this 
experiment is to determine if the macro-rhythm differences found in read speech of the previous 
experiment are maintained in a speech style closer to spontaneous speech. Although newscaster 
speech tends to have more L+H* pitch accents than non-newscaster speech in English (Gasser, 
Ahn, Napoli & Zhou, 2019), Spanish is still expected to have stronger macro-rhythm than 
English, although the differences between the languages may be reduced compared to read 
speech. 
In addition, the production study compared monolingual speakers of English group to 
bilingual speakers of Spanish group, which introduces the potential interaction of language, i.e., 
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English influencing Spanish intonation patterns. The corpus study, in contrast, compared one 
monolingual American English speaker and one monolingual Castilian Spanish speaker. 
3.1.1. Stimuli 
A subset of the Boston University Radio Speech Corpus (BU corpus, Ostendorf et al., 1996) was 
chosen for English for two reasons. First, it was prosodically annotated using ToBI conventions 
(Beckman & Ayers, 1997), so the IP breaks were already labelled. Second, Dainora (2001; 2006) 
based her probabilistic model of American English intonation on this corpus, where she found 
H* to be the most common pitch accent in English. This finding is one of the reasons why Jun 
(2014) predicted that English is less macro-rhythmic than Spanish. The current study analyzed 
data from one speaker, F1a, a female professional radio announcer from Boston. The total length 
of the data subset analyzed in this study was 5 minutes and 23 seconds. The recordings were 
composed of five news stories that had been divided into multiple parts (23 parts total). 
For Spanish, the Glissando corpus (Garrido et al., 2014) was chosen for similar reasons. 
First, the corpus was annotated for intermediate phrase and Intonational Phrase-equivalent 
prosodic units using the SegProso tool in Praat (Garrido, 2013). Second, the part of the corpus 
analyzed in this study used a newscaster style similar to the BU corpus. This study analyzed the 
speech of one speaker, sp_f11r, a female professional reader from Valladolid, Spain. The total 
length of the data subset was 5 minutes and 48 seconds. The recordings were composed of 28 
short news story clips.  
As with the production study, IPs were excluded from analysis if they did not contain a 
minimum of three consecutive non-disfluent CWords or were not part of a declarative utterance, 
as the macro-rhythm typology is based on the intonation of declaratives (Jun, 2014). 
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Additionally, IPs with a focused CWord were also excluded from analysis because it changes the 
default prosody in both languages. 
3.1.2. Annotation and Analysis 
The same annotation method from the production study was used for the corpus study. The data 
were segmented into IPs, schematized, and annotated for f0 turning points and number of peaks. 
All IP-final CWords were excluded from analysis because of utterance-final creak and possible 
boundary tone interference. The same quantification measures (nPVI, MacR_Var, and 
MacR_Freq) were also calculated and compared between the two corpora.  
3.2. Results 
Table 8 shows the total number of IPs and PWords for each language. The Spanish IPs tended to 
be shorter than the English ones, so more Spanish IPs were included to have a comparable 
number of PWords with English. Table 9 shows the average number of words, syllables, and 
PWords within an IP for each language. Although the number of words and PWords was similar 
between the languages, there was a significant difference in average syllable number between the 
languages, with Spanish having more syllables on average than English (t(263) = 6.91, p < 
0.001), indicating that the Spanish words tended to be longer and contain more syllables than the 
English words.  
Table 8: Total number of IPs and PWords per language group. 
 English Spanish 
Number of IPs 122 143 
Number of PWords 578 573 
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Table 9: Average number of syllables, words, and PWords per IP. Standard deviations are in 
parentheses. 
 English Spanish 
Mean number of words per IP 6.2 (2.2) 6.8 (2.4) 
Mean number of syllables per IP 9.7 (4.2) 13.7 (5.2) 
Mean number of PWords per IP 4.7 (1.6) 4 (1.2) 
 
3.2.1. nPVI 
The nPVI values were calculated for peak-peak distance intervals (nPVI-H), valley-valley 
distance intervals (nPVI-L), and L/H intervals (nPVI-LH) and linear mixed effects models were 
run with speaker (language) as the predictor and news story file as random intercept. The results 
showed that none of the nPVI values were significantly different between Spanish and English, 
as summarized in Table 10. 
Table 10: Results of the linear mixed effects models for nPVI values.  
 β SE t stat. p 
nPVI-L 0.04 0.07 0.64 0.52 
nPVI-H -0.05 0.1 -0.57 0.57 
nPVI-LH 0.001 0.06 0.02 0.99 
 
3.2.2. MacR_Var 
A linear mixed effects model was run with MacR_Var index as the dependent variable, language 
group as the predictor, and news story recording clips as the random intercept. The results 
showed The MacR_Var index was marginally significant, with Spanish having slightly more 
overall variability than English, contrary to PREDICTION B. Neither of the slope measures were 
significantly different between the languages, suggesting that slope steepness was equally 
variable between Spanish and English. However, both peak-to-peak and valley-to-valley distance 
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were significantly different, with Spanish having shorter distance intervals between H targets and 
between L targets compared to English. The results of all five models are shown in Table 11. 
Table 11: Linear mixed effects model results for MacR_Var, rising slope, falling slope, peak-to-
peak distance, and valley-to-valley distance. Cells with a significant p-value are highlighted in 
gray. A marginally significant p-value is highlighted in lighter gray. 
 β SE t stat. p 
MaR_Var 0.39 0.2 1.98 0.056 
RSlope -0.01 0.01 -0.59 0.60 
Fslope -0.01 0.01 -0.51 0.62 
Pdist -54.80 22.36 -2.45 0.02 
Vdist -50.88 20.12 -2.53 0.02 
 
3.2.3. MacR_Freq 
To compare MacR_Freq values, a generalized linear model was run with the number of peaks 
per PWord as the dependent variable and language group as the predictor. A generalized linear 
mixed effects model was also run with news story file clips as the random intercept, but the 
model was overfitted. The results show that group was a significant predictor (β = 0.37, SE = 
0.07, z = 5.11, p < 0.01), indicating that the Spanish sentences had higher MacR_Freq values 
than the English sentences, supporting PREDICTION C. Since Spanish has greater regularity of 
peaks than English, this also provides indirect support for PREDICTION A. Figure 9 shows the 
difference in distribution of MacR_Freq values between the two speakers.  
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Figure 9: Distribution of MacR_Freq values by language. Means are represented by black dots. 
 
3.3. Discussion 
Unlike the production study, none of the nPVI measures were significant. Given the results of 
the distance interval measures and MacR_Freq index, one would expect the nPVI results to show 
that Spanish has less pairwise variability than English in at least one measure. The lack of 
significance may be due to the labelling conventions, as the R and Lf/Hf turning points were 
excluded from the calculations. Whenever there was an f0 plateau, the beginning would be 
marked with H or L and the end would be marked with R, Lf, or Hf. To calculate pairwise 
variability, only the L and H turning points were compared, which leaves out information about 
the duration of low and high plateaus. However, these results still differ from the production 
data, which used the same labeling conventions and found a significant difference in the pairwise 
variability for nPVI-H, so this could indicate a speech style difference. 
The MacR_Var index was able to capture differences in variability between Spanish and 
English, although marginally, and in the opposite direction of the prediction. The size of the 
effect is not necessarily surprising, given the prediction that the greater number of bitonal pitch 
accents in the English data would result in smaller differences between the languages. Neither 
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slope measure captured differences in variability, suggesting that slope shape did not differ 
drastically between languages. However, both peak-to-peak and valley-to-valley distance 
differed between languages, indicating shorter distance intervals in Spanish than English. As 
with the first experiment, these results do not necessarily indicate greater regularity of distance 
intervals, but given the greater regularity of peak frequency in Spanish compared to English, this 
may provide some support for PREDICTION C. 
As with the production study, the MacR_Freq index was able to capture language 
differences in the frequency domain. The number of peaks, and therefore the MacR_Freq index 
values, were higher in Spanish than English, supporting PREDICTION C and providing indirect 
support for PREDICTION A.  
4. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
The results of both experiments provide some support for all three predictions regarding macro-
rhythm strength in English and Spanish. In other words, Spanish has stronger macro-rhythm than 
English in the number of L/H f0 alternations (PREDICTION A), slightly stronger macro-rhythm 
in the uniformity of slope shapes than English (PREDICTION B), and greater regularity of L/H 
intervals than English (PREDICTION C). These results add to a growing body of literature 
supporting cross-linguistic differences in the frequency, variability, and regularity of f0 
alternations predicted by the prosodic typology model (Jun, 2014).  
Overall, each type of measure was able to quantify an aspect of macro-rhythm strength in 
the two languages, although some were marginal. Regarding distance interval measures (Pdist 
and Vdist), peak-to-peak distance was significant in the corpus data, indicating shorter distance 
intervals in Spanish than in English, but only marginally so in the production data. Similarly, 
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Spanish had significantly shorter valley-to-valley distance intervals than English in the corpus 
data, but there was no significant difference in the production data. The differing results between 
the two experiments may be due to the differences in sentence materials. The production data 
were tightly controlled for the number of CWords and the ISI between prominent syllables, so 
perhaps this constrained the distance variability differences between the two languages. The 
corpus data, in contrast, were less constrained by number of CWords and entirely uncontrolled 
for ISI between prominent syllables. Despite the greater frequency of L+H* pitch accents in the 
English corpus data, English still showed longer distance intervals for L targets than Spanish, 
supporting the prediction that macro-rhythm strength is consistent across speech styles.  
The nPVI results were surprising, as only the production study showed a significant 
difference between Spanish and English, and the difference was only the variability between 
peaks (nPVI-H), with Spanish having less variability than English. This is consistent with 
Spanish having the smaller MacR_Var index number, the larger MacR_Freq index number (i.e. 
greater number of peaks), and the marginally smaller peak-to-peak distance intervals compared 
to English. In contrast, the corpus study found no significant differences between Spanish and 
English in any of the nPVI measures. This contradicts the results of the peak-to-peak and valley-
to-valley distance interval measures, and the MacR_Freq index, which indicate that Spanish has 
more frequent peaks and shorter inter-peak distance intervals than English. The results could 
partially be attributed to the labelling conventions; the length of the low plateaus can vary (i.e. 
the distance between the L label and the R label), especially when ISIs contained multiple 
unstressed syllables. Since the nPVI-L and nPVI-LH measures only compared pairwise 
variability using L labels and did not take R labels into account, the results may not reflect the 
variability of Spanish compared to English. 
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In the production experiment, the MacR_Var index showed that Spanish had less overall 
variability than English, supporting PREDICTION B. In the corpus study, however, the difference 
was marginally significant in the opposite direction. One would expect a smaller effect size 
given the greater frequency of bitonal pitch accents in English newscaster speech, but it is 
unclear why Spanish has greater variability than English in newscaster speech. Given the 
conflicting results of the individual distance and slope measures, the MacR_Var index provides 
only weak evidence of variability.  
None of the slope measures were significant in either study, which is surprising given the 
visual difference in slope steepness between Figures 6 and 7. The lack of significant differences 
could partially be the result of the labelling and the placement of the L and R labels. Future work 
could compare the absolute values of rising and falling slope within each language and then 
compare these values between languages to see if there are any differences.  Spanish is expected 
to show less variability in slope shape compared to English, although the difference may be 
reduced in speech styles such as newscaster speech. 
The MacR_Freq index was significant in both experiments. As expected, Spanish had 
higher values overall, reflecting the greater number of phonological low/high alternations than 
English, and confirming PREDICTION C. This index seems to be the most robust measure for 
macro-rhythm quantification; the results of a pilot study comparing a subset of the production 
data found that this was the only measure that captured the differences between the two 
languages. MacR_Freq also provides indirect support for PREDICTION A because Spanish tends 
to have a L/H alternation for every PWord, and thus has more alternations than English. 
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The results of both experiments differed from Polyanskaya et al.’s (2019) results for 
Italian and English. They found that Italian had more regular distribution (i.e. less variability) of 
both L targets and f0 turning points (nPVI-LH), but not H targets. They argue that the difference 
in the distribution of L targets can be explained by the greater frequency of phonological L tones 
in Italian than in English. Since one of the most common pitch accents in Italian is L+H*, 
speakers need to plan f0 valleys that are associated with the prominent syllable. The most 
common pitch accent in English is H*, so the L tones are not phonological, but rather unplanned 
“sagging” between a sequence of H tones, and thus are more variable than Italian. While the 
results of the current study may differ for language-specific or speech style reasons, the 
interpretation that lower L target variability is the result of planning for the phonological L target 
does not explain the Spanish results. Like Italian, the most common pitch accent in Spanish is 
bitonal; specifically, the most common prenuclear pitch accent is L+<H*. Based on their 
analysis, Spanish should behave like Italian and show less variability of the L target. One 
difference between the most common (prenuclear) bitonal pitch accents in Spanish and Italian is 
that the peak is delayed in Spanish, meaning that the f0 maximum is realized on a syllable after 
the prominent one (e.g. Face & Prieto, 2007). Perhaps these differences in Italian and Spanish 
effect slope shape or even distance intervals. However, it would be surprising if the L targets of 
the delayed peaks exhibit more variability than non-delayed peaks because the L tone is still 
associated with the prominent syllable.  
A more likely explanation for the differing results is the difference in labelling 
conventions. The current study annotated f0 movements with greater phonetic detail than 
Polyanskaya et al. (2019). For sentences where there was an f0 plateau between peaks, the L 
label marked the beginning of the plateau and the R label marked the beginning of the rise to the 
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next peak. Therefore, the nPVI measure may not have been as useful for capturing the variability 
of phonological f0 targets, particularly L targets. In contrast, the MOMEL algorithm used by 
Polyanskaya et al. (2019) calculated and labeled L and H points, and it is unclear how the 
authors treated f0 plateaus in the data. If the only points included for analysis were L and H 
alternations, then their slope and distance measures may not faithfully reflect the f0 contours of 
each language. For example, if the algorithm marked a L tone in the middle of a low plateau, the 
falling slope of the preceding peak and the rising slope of the following peak will be shallower 
than if the end of the fall and beginning of the rise were marked separately. If L targets were 
consistently marked in the middle of a plateau, then the distances between L targets may be more 
regular and therefore exhibit less variability in distance. The authors emphasize that their 
analysis was based on phonological f0 targets, which is perhaps why only L and H labels were 
used. Their results may also be partially attributed to speech style. Their experiment elicited 
spontaneous speech by having participants read a short story, watch a cartoon of the story, and 
then recount it themselves. In contrast, the current study analyzed two types of read speech, one 
of which is closer to spontaneous speech style.  
There were a few limitations and potential confounds in both experiments. For the 
production experiment, monolingual English speakers were compared to Spanish-English 
bilingual speakers. Although more than half reported that they were balanced bilinguals, there is 
likely an interaction of language. Indeed, four of the ten Spanish-English bilingual speakers 
reported English-dominance in either speaking or reading, so this may have affected the 
variability measures in particular. Even though the bilingual group’s Spanish still had stronger 
macro-rhythm than the English group, future work should compare monolingual English 
speakers with monolingual Spanish speakers to avoid the confound. The corpus experiment did 
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compare monolingual speakers of Spanish and English, but the comparison was between a single 
speaker of each language, so the data likely also captured speaker-specific variation. Perhaps the 
results of the variability and distance measures would differ if more speakers were added. For 
both experiments, the f0 annotation procedure, while phonetically detailed, made the analysis of 
distance intervals less straightforward because of the f0 plateaus. In both experiments, only the L 
and H points were used to calculate distance intervals, but this only tells us where the end of the 
f0 fall is, which can differ depending on the number of syllables in an ISI. Polyanskaya et al. 
(2019) treated L points as phonological low targets, and conducted their analysis accordingly, 
while the current study treated L points as the end point of the falling slope.  
The results of the current study, as well as the results of Polyanskaya et al. (2019) have 
proposed a number of metrics for phonetically quantifying macro-rhythm. However, these are 
not the only measures that could be used to capture tonal rhythm, and future work should 
continue to explore other methods of quantifying macro-rhythm strength. One possibility is to 
use autocorrelation to extract the f0 contour and determine the unit of repetition in the signal. In 
other words, one could examine how periodic the pitch track contour is, i.e., create an 
autocorrelation or cepstral analysis of a pitch track and determine the periodicity of the f0 
alternations. There are a variety of approaches to this methodology, although it would require a 
large enough dataset to calculate the f0 periodicity, and the specific technique may require longer 
sentences. The advantage of a mathematical approach like this is that it would avoid the problem 
of human decision in locating a specific H and L points on an f0 contour, whether that be 
phonological or phonetic, and check a large dataset of each language.  This method would be 
robust, reproducible, and independent of language.  
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Overall, macro-rhythm quantification is a promising approach to the study of speech 
rhythm because it captures the periodicity of f0 movement as predicted by a language’s 
intonational phonology. Since tonal rhythm plays an important role in word segmentation and in 
marking word prominence (Jun, 2014), one would expect it to be a salient correlate of 
rhythmicity. Previous work on isochrony that measured segmental or syllabic durations was able 
to capture some aspects of speech rhythm, but the results were inconsistent because the 
perception of rhythm is not based only on these duration measures. Speech rhythm perception is 
likely the result of multiple acoustic correlates operating at multiple levels of prosodic structure. 
Tilsen and Arvaniti (2013) found evidence of rhythmicity differences in prominence between 
languages at various timescales. The rhythmicity of f0 movement captures both the temporal 
domain of rhythm (i.e. distance intervals between tonal targets) and the frequency domain (i.e. 
the number of f0 alternations within a phrase), which combines previous approaches and applies 
them to the phrasal level. 
While the results of this study provide support for acoustic differences in measures of 
tonal rhythmicity, they do not make claims about the perceptibility of tonal rhythm across 
languages. The next step is to test the perceptibility of macro-rhythm differences between 
languages. Previous work on speech perception has shown that a listener’s native language and 
linguistic experience determines the weighting of the acoustic cues associated with speech 
rhythm (Cumming, 2011), affects rhythmic grouping and segmentation (Tyler & Cutler, 2009; 
Bhatara et al., 2013; Molnar, Carreiras & Gervain, 2016; Ordin, Polyanskaya, Laka & Nespor, 
2017), and causes speakers to use different means of producing rhythm (Niebuhr, 2009; 
Cumming, 2011; Mori, Hori & Erickson, 2014). In terms of language processing, speech rhythm 
determines how listeners segment the speech signal (e.g. Cutler et al., 1986; Dilley & Shattuck-
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Hufnagel, 1999; Dilley & McAuley, 2008), which plays a role in language acquisition (Nazzi et 
al., 2006). Given these findings, one would predict that listeners can perceive differences in 
macro-rhythm strength. Specifically, one would predict that listeners perceive Spanish as more 
tonally rhythmic than English. This would provide further evidence that phrase-level tonal 
rhythm plays an important role in the perception of speech rhythm.  
Future work on the perception of speech rhythm should specifically focus on the timing 
of f0 and prominence. F0 is an acoustic correlate of prominence at both the lexical and phrasal 
levels, and there is evidence that the periodicity of another acoustic correlate, amplitude, operates 
on multiple levels of prosodic structure (Tilsen & Arvaniti, 2013). In addition, Jun (2014:536) 
notes that one of the primary functions of intonation is to mark word prominence, so tonal 
rhythm must be the result of prominence marking within a phrase. She further observes an 
inverse correlation between macro-rhythm strength and the phonetic realization of stress, where 
languages that mark stress with strong amplitude and long duration (e.g. English) tend to have 
weaker macro-rhythm than languages with phonetically weak stress (e.g. Bengali). Future 
research should explore how this language-specific relationship between macro-rhythm and what 
Jun (2014) calls ‘micro-rhythm’, the traditional speech rhythm metrics such as stress-timed and 
syllable-timed intervals), informs the perception and production of speech rhythm and word 
segmentation.  
5. CONCLUSION 
The goals of this paper were to quantify macro-rhythm in English and Spanish across two speech 
styles and test the predictions of macro-rhythm strength with phonetic data. The results provide 
preliminary evidence that Spanish has stronger macro-rhythm than English in the number of L/H 
f0 alternations, the overall variability of slope shapes, and the regularity of L/H intervals. These 
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differences can be quantified using MacR_Freq index, and, with mixed success, MacR_Var 
index and nPVI measures. Overall, the results support the predictions about acoustic differences 
in tonal rhythm strength between English and Spanish, and they provide new potential metrics 
for capturing and comparing speech rhythm. Future work should test whether these acoustic 
differences in tonal rhythm are perceptible to listeners, and how these measures contribute to the 
perception of speech rhythm more broadly.  
 
APPENDIX A: PRODUCTION STIMULI 
The bolded syllables are predicted to bear a pitch accent. The numbers to the right of the 
sentence indicate the ISI between each stressed syllable.  
English stimuli 
1. Milo and Amy ran through rural Alberta in the rain.  2 3 2 3 
2. Laura wore an elegant linen gown to the wedding.  3 2 1 2 
3. Danny married a reliable and orderly woman.  1 3 3 2 
4. Malory remembered the grim and alarming nightmares.  3 2 2 1 
5. Emily watered the beautiful lily on the windowsill.  3 2 2 3 
6. My mom went to Maryland and Maine in the middle of the year.  2 3 2 3 
7. The brave and honorable knight won all of the duels.  1 3 1 2 
8. Melanie delighted in knitting the colorful mittens.  3 2 2 2 
9. The water in the well will be gone by the end of the month.  3 2 2 2 
10. Molly and Gregory yelled at the landlord for an hour.  2 2 2 3 
11. The man remained in the warm water for an hour.  1 2 0 3 
12. Gary led the woman and her dog into the narrow alley.  3 3 3 1 
13. The mall had grimy windows and a faulty elevator.  1 1 3 1 
14. My neighbor and my mom like lemon and orange marmalade.  3 1 2 1 
15. The lonely mailman had lain under the willow to nap.  1 2 3 2 
16. He believed that the meeting with arrogant lawyer went well.  2 2 2 2 
17. Allen hid wine in the yellow rowboat near the lake.  2 2 1 3 
18. Their new armor was lighter than their new weights.  0 2 3 0 
19. Oliver waded through the muddy and turbulent river.  2 3 2 2 
20. The moody and irritable roommate had a bad alibi.  2 3 3 0 
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Table A1: Number of Inter-Stress Intervals (ISI) of different lengths in English. 0 indicates that 
there are two consecutive stressed syllables, while 3 indicates three unstressed syllables between 
stressed ones. 
Length of ISI Number of Occurrences 
0 syllables 4 
1 syllable 14 
2 syllables 36 
3 syllables 26 
 
Spanish stimuli 
1. El niño con cabello rubio me dio un regalo.  3 1 2 2 
2. Fátima volvió a Mérida durante el verano.  3 1 3 3 
3. El olor en la nevera provenía de carne podrida.  3 3 2 2  
4. Nadie oyó el ruido agudo en el carro.  2 1 2 3 
5. El venado pequeño huyó del lobo hambriento.  2 2 1 2 
6. María llegará mañana a Viña del Mar.  3 1 2 2 
7. El ruido del león le daba miedo al hombre.  3 1 1 2 
8. Mi abuela le da de comer la avena a María.  2 2 2 3 
9. El guerrero honorable y noble peleaba con vigor.  3 2 2 3  
10. Raúl volverá a Uruguay el primero de mayo.  2 3 2 2 
11. Mi madre me llamaba por teléfono cada lunes.  3 3 2 1 
12. No tenía idea dónde poner la llave.  2 1 2 1  
13. Miguel riña al perro que arruina la novela.  0 2 3 3  
14. Elena lloró de alegría durante la boda.  2 3 2 2  
15. Manuel Luna miró una araña en el baño.  0 2 3 3 
16. El ladrón robó el anillo antiguo de mi madre.  1 2 2 3 
17. Alma devoró el poblano relleno con arroz.  3 2 2 3 
18. No volé por avión durante nueve años.  2 1 1 1 
19. Eva marcó el primer número muy rápido.  2 2 0 3 
20. El niño de Ramón Álvaro baila con Marina.  3 0 2 3 
 
Table A2: Number of Inter-Stress Intervals (ISI) of different lengths in Spanish. 0 indicates that 
there are two consecutive stressed syllables, while 3 indicates three unstressed syllables between 
stressed ones.  
Length of ISI Number of Occurrences 
0 syllables 4 
1 syllable 14 
2 syllables 36 
3 syllables 26 
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APPENDIX B: INDIVIDUAL SPEAKERS 
Table B1: Total number of IPs and PWords included for each English speaker. 
Speaker Number of IPs Number of PWords 
02en 20 82 
05en 20 82 
10en 20 81 
13en 19 77 
14en 20 84 
18en 20 82 
21en 20 82 
26en 19 77 
27en 15 81 
28en 20 82 
 
Table B2: Total number of IPs and PWords included for each Spanish speaker.  
Speaker Number of IPs Number of PWords 
01sp 15 59 
02sp 17 70 
03sp 19 77 
04sp 16 63 
08sp 20 82 
10sp 20 80 
11sp 16 63 
13sp 20 79 
14sp 19 76 
17sp 18 72 
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